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How frequent is sexting?



Is sexting becoming more common?

Sent sext 15%

Received sext from sender 36%

Received third-party sext 30%

Shared sext 15%

17-year-olds, 2013:

(Young Canadians in a Wired World, Phase III: Sexuality and Romantic Relationships in the Digital Age)

Sent sext 24%

Received sext from sender 42%

Received third-party sext 43%

Shared sext 24%

17-year-olds, 2017:



Main themes found in 10 interventions:

Döring, N. (2014). Consensual sexting among adolescents: Risk prevention through 

abstinence education or safer sexting?
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Anti-sharing

Focus only on girls

Focus on boys and
girls

Safer sexting

Legal risks

Abstinence



What’s wrong with abstinence?

• there is a low correlation between sending 

sexts and having them shared

• sending sexts is not illegal; sharing them 

without consent is

• abstinence approaches excuse the sharer 

and encourage victim-blaming 



Why study sext sharing?

• harm is done when sexts are shared, not 

sent

• shared sexts can reach a much wider 

audience

• motivations for sharing sexts are under-

studied and may be different from 

motivations for sending them







How youth conceptualize consent

Youth do have strong norms around 

consent:

“I make sure to ask them and I try to use the 

best one that everyone looks good in.”  Lauren

“…I was like, oh, this one is funny, I’ll post it. But 

then she asked me to take it down, so I did. But 

then, yeah, after that, I was always like, okay, 

gotta ask first. Not everybody is okay with this.” 

Margaret



How youth conceptualize consent

Assuming consent

“We basically took this photo so that we could 

share it… I didn’t even ask them if I should put it 

on because I knew that no one would have a 

problem with it, or else they wouldn’t be in the 

photo or they would say, ‘Oh I don’t want to 

share this with anyone.’” Nico



How youth conceptualize consent

Retroactive consent

“If I didn’t like the picture for whatever reason, 

I’d probably ask her to delete it” Lauren

“It actually happened with one of my other 

friends that I posted a picture for just a few days 

ago. He hated the picture and I took it down.”  

Dan



How youth conceptualize consent

Subtweeting consent

“Snapchat deletes things for a reason and that’s 

why we send those things through Snapchat. It’s 

pretty much, like, ‘We don’t want you to 

screenshot that.’” Suyin

“It’s considered rude to take a screenshot of 

somebody’s Snapchat… because you sent them 

that picture like for however many seconds and 

they’re not really respecting that.” Courtney



Consent…

Consent…

Consent…

Consent…

Consent…

Consent…

Consent…

Consent…

has to be real.

has to be conscious.

has to be active.

has to be informed.

has to be freely given.

has to be specific.

has to be given every time.

is a right that never goes away.
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Being mean or cruel online Forwarding sexts

Impact of household rule on treating 
people online with respect

Respect rule

No respect rule

The moral blind spot:

(Young Canadians in a Wired World, Phase III: Life Online)



Justifying an action

“When a girl’s sext gets 

shared, it shows other girls 

the risks.”

Shifting responsibility

“There’s nothing you can 

do to help when a sext is 

passed around.”

Denying the harm

“Sharing sexts is so 

common, nobody cares 

about it.”

Blaming the victim

“It’s a girl’s fault if she 

sends a sext and it gets 

shared around.”

The moral blind spot:



“When a girl’s sext gets 

shared, it shows other girls 

the risks.”

66% agree

“There’s nothing you can 

do to help when a sext is 

passed around.”

38% agree

“Sharing sexts is so 

common, nobody cares 

about it.”

14% agree

“It’s a girl’s fault if she 

sends a sext and it gets 

shared around.”

43% agree

The moral blind spot:





She knew the risks when 
she sent it

It’ll serve her right for 
sharing that pic of Jen

Everybody’s seen it, U 
might as well share with 
us.

It’s not like she’s your GF. 
U don’t owe her anything.

Just because she sent the 
picture doesn’t mean it’s 
okay for other people to 
share it

It’ll still hurt her.  Do U 
really want to do that?

Even if other people are 
sharing it, you doing it will 
still make things worse. 

Sharing the picture isn’t 
going to make anything 
better.  Two wrongs don’t 
make a right.



Takeaways
• Differentiate sending sexts & sharing sexts non-

consensually. Education and programs must take 

different approaches to each.  

• Focus on reducing sharing of sexts

• Deliver targeted interventions to heavy sharers 

(and heavy sexters)

• Avoid victim-blaming 

• Present laws as a tool to help victims

• Publicize accurate information

• Address gender stereotypes, focusing on boys

• Counter moral disengagement for all youth


